Now, consider another place where the law is curiously absent, or largely absent. The government does not, by law, guarantee a right to trade the property of a dollar with the property of a good or seMce. The trade laws that do exist are fairness laws that say, mainly, that if you already trade goods for money, you cannot unreasonably withhold further trade. The government does not enforce specific trade value by law. While there are. arguable exceptions, in the case of governmental interactions with other sovereign states, or banks working with the central bank, the value of money, inside the country's economy, is largely left free. People recognize that freedom to set trade value is good. and that price regulation is not good. In fact, price regulation tends to correlate with distortions of property ownership. Witness communism.
The system of money is supported by more-than a majority rule. There is overwhelming consensus that exists among the people. If, for example, 1% of the people disagreed with the prohibition on printing money, over a milljon people in America would be counterfeiting. This many people conspiring to counterfeit would surely send the system into a tailspin. People don't do it because there is an overwhelming consensus with the law.
Propeny law on symbols tend to be effective and easy to maintain when there is law reinfoxed by consensus. The question of where to draw the line is a human question, and humans must find comfort in the answers. If the answers give the appearance of unduly constraining freedom or, alternatively, violating an ethical reserve, the lines drawn will not be obeyed. The laws governing money are wonderful examples of good laws that invigorate commerce without creating a huge bureaucracy. The bureaucracy can be small because. the consensus is great, and because the tasks of enforcement and judgement are simple to understand. Symbols in cyberspace can be similarly protected by law. Here is the recipe that expands the way to think about where to draw a line when technology ends and the law begins: Protect the ownership rights and obligations of the symbol that stands for the content? and let the symbol that standr for the content declare the propeny rights expected for the content. The symbol that needs legal protection afforded a dollar bill has the form of a label or stamp.
Most of the above discussion of money applies as well to postage stamps. Furthermore, the "cancel" stamp the post office stamps on top of the postage stamp is a dependent label protected from misuse by law. It is illegal to open a letter that is stamped, cancelled, and not labeled for your receipt. I would argue that digital stamps are the right place to start in thinking about laws in cyberspace.
A label or stamp in cyberspace cannot look "pretty or distinctive," since the physical symbol itself is a transient collection of electrons or photons. However, as with money, we should be able to guarantee that the symbol is unique. That guarantee of uniqueness can be global. If I can "print' a cyberspace stamp that only I have the authority to print, and I can print it bowing that that stamp is globally unique, then I can print something that, as a matter of the necessities of legal theory, looks a lot like money or postal stamps.
Such a globally unique labelling scheme has just recently been proposed for use in cyberspace by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) "Header/Descriptor working group," of which I am a member. This group was formed under the authority of the International Telecommunications Union of the United Nations (the ITU) and the U.S. Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC). The ATSC is the successor to the NTSC (N for "National"), and it was the NTSC that, around 1950, brought you the television that is in your home today. For clarity, let us signify this globally unique label as a Label (capital "L"). A Label can be thought of as a stamp if, someday, it gets legally protected like a stamp. Otherwise, it is just a Label.
The SMFTE working group is concerned with property in cyberspace, because our members know that motion pictures and television programs are being brought to cyberspace. But, nearly everybody else we can imagine should be similarly concerned. Bankers, manufacturers, teachers, lawyers, one and all, should be concerned with Labels. Cyberspace, like the wild west, is a place where anybody should be able to seek their fomne.
In order to better understand the Label, recognize that, like letters in the mail, words on a page, or dollars in your pocket, symbols in cyberspace come in bundles. People deal in bundles of symbols. Just call any such bundle, "a message." The Label standard has to do with Labels we might care to put on messages.
Labels can provide the "postage" stamp on a message, the "cancel" stamp on the postage, the address on the message, and the "return" address. But Labels are not restricted to just these types. Think about a message with possibly many different stamps. Perhaps, the stamps that we should be inventing are not exactly like 'postage,' 'cancellation,' 'sender,' and 'receiver.' Perhaps some are. Perhaps some Labels should be protected by law that protects rights and enforces obligations, and some should not.
Our SMFTE Label proposal talks about the form of Labels --how they must be constructed to guarantee their global uniqueness, and how an unencumbered authority may yet produce new Labels without asking any organization for permission. Labels achieve this seeming impossibility by appending successive authorities that have authorized successive names. People are familiar with the principle of naming their children. This is the same principle but it guarantees globally unique names. Like the name "John Smith," a Label has its family name and name within the. family, but unlike "John Smith", the Label explicitly states all its ancestors back to the global mot, and it is, mainly because of this, guaranteed to be globally unique.
Among Labels, there would be no other "John Smith" in the world, but the Smith's would not have to consult any other authority or gain any permission in order to name a son "John." For A country has a unique name, "ITU[l].membe~ody [2] .United States [31] ." The United States is gmted the authority to "mint" its Labels, and its immediate descendents, but not Russia's or any other Labels. People and organizationS should be able to mint their own Labels. Good judgement says there should perhaps be a universal human right to a sovereign Label. Perhaps this right should be protected in a bill of rights.
The beauty of this system is that it is decentralized while guaranteeing that any Label is globally unique or as unique as a traceable authority has chosen to make it. The ITU, or entities under it, can establish registration authorities that generate Labels that may be owned by others. For example, the lTU could establish a n ] message-ownership registration authority, call it ITUownership, and allow any person or entity the right to have a Label in it that is composed of ITUownership and the person's Label in his country. The ITU or United States, on its own, could establish a $1.00 copyright protection Label that provides the owner with a misdemeanor legal protection on his copyright and a $loo0 copyright protection Label that ptects the owner with a felonious legal protection. Illegally using such a Label could be felonious counterfeiting. Money could be generated with Labels although these would certainly need added technical security. Such security is afforded through a Label type we have called "composite."
Now, suppose we pass a law that says that Label ownership of your personal (or corporate) Label is ordinary property ownership. You can sell the message that your ownership stamp is on.
Fulthermore you can sell your ownership in that stamp. Furthermore, you cannot claim to own something you do not, in facl own, and you cannot use anybody's ownership stamp without their authority to do so. Now, suppose I encounter a message that says it is mine, but I know it is not mine. I report the false attribution as counterfeiting. Furthermore, I may encounter somebody else's stamp on a message I believe that I own. I can now attempt to show the theft.
Another interesting problem is the problem of designing stamps that can provide a trace of counterfeiting or theft with the aid of technical means.
So, for example, certain telecommunications networks may have tracing capability, and a stamp may designate that a message is not to leave that network. If it ever does, the possessor of the message is in illegal possession.
One must be careful with stamps. For example, a Label may state that the contents of a packet are in an encoded form. A Law could require that the use of that Label be correct. On the other hand, we may say that a contents encoding Label will have no adverse consequences, and no enfoxement is needed. "Natural" law will takecare of keeping such Labels right.
We might put a country of origin stamp on a message. It would be possible to pass a national law that says that messages encountered at our superhighway borders must have a country of origin Label. If they do not, they will be turned away at the border and not allowed to enter. At the border, a packet may require a tax stamp..& Label. Funhermore, it is illegal to fake these Labels. The tax Label authority retains the right to disburse the Labels. Again, technical means are available that CM help the authority do this, but the legal remedy is the final remedy for abuse.
A copyright is another kind of stamp that (as is well mmgnized) is different from ownership. Indeed a copyright may be seen BS a collection of permissions administered by different authorities. I find the whole concept of a right to copy ill-advised in cyberspace. The machines that keep cyberspace running smoothly are constantly copying. It would be impossible, even it were well-advised, to keep track of all the 'illegal' copying that goes on.
Rather, suppose it were illegal for certain Labels to be removed from a message once placed on it, and that these Labels had owners who designated who is permitted to read the message. This is like the law that says that it is illegal to read a lettex or otherwise tamper with the U.S. Mail. We completely bypass "copyright" as a right to copy and change this to a right to read, a "readright." So, if a message owner requires payment when his message is to be read, anyone reading the message must show he has obtained a stamp from the owner that provides the permission. Again, while technical means, such as encryption, may be used to verify a stamp's authenticity, it is the authority that can ultimately state whether the permission has been given or the rules under which the permission is to be given.
I believe that this implies a place for copyright authorities that are somewhat unlike the existing ones. A copyright authority under a Label could specify the rules under which copyrights listed under its authority are maintained. The recent action by international treaty that removes the need for a copyright notice is, in this view, ill-advised. If an author intends for his material to be restricted, he should indicate the rules for reading his work. For example, a telephone company, or all telephone companies, could provide a copyright Label, or perhaps a family of copyright Labels that stipulate different restrictions. These Labels insure that the copyright owners' intentions regarding copying are communicated in a uniform and globally unique way to any receivers in the telephone system. The question, then, is whether the government should recognize such copyright Labels with legal sanctions. Lawmakers may want to think twice about enforcing industry specific uses. But there could be a severe sanction against the misuse of the This standard is also intended to serve as a model for other organizations that wish to label message contents in a manner that will be universally unambiguous. globally m i m e , and traceable to the authorizing organization. Labels SHALL be encoded (as shown below) according to the Basic Encoding Rules as specified by IS0 8825 lITU X . 2 0 9 ) and restricted according to the Distinguished Encading Rules specified by ITU X.509 section 8 . 7 with the additions that:
11) The rules for encoding Labels SHALL result in four-octet alignment of octet aligned bits for each and every label.
To accomplish this aliment an additional encoding rule is that octets having a value of zero SKALL fill all remaining octet positions in a partially-filled four octet sequence. The zero-value octet fill, therefore, SHALL be right-aligned and trailing-octet-aligned.
Briefly.
single-identifier ::= OBJECT 1DmIFIm.tag + 0 W E T 1DENTIPIER.length + O E U X T IDENTIFIER + (zero-octet padding)
where '::=* is the rewrite rule. .+' indicates a strict sequence. and the parentheses indicate an option taken to meet the requirement of four-octet alignment.
(21 For constructed label, there SHALL be one specification that is assigned by the network object that SHALL provide padding for four-octet aliment of the data type according to a rule 6tated by the network object authority. Labels are globally unique, but any authority can produce new Labels without asking permission. Labels achieve this seeming impossibility by the principle of successive authority. Parents name their children. Among Labels, there would be no other Jdm Smith in the world, but the Smiths would not have to consult any other authority in order to name a son Jahn. Like the name John Smith, a Label has its family name and name within the family, but unlike fohn Smith, our Label explicitly states all its authorities back to a global root, and, because of this, it is guaranteed to be globally unique.
